
ORLEANS CENTRAL SUPERVISORY UNION

Lake Region Union Elementary-Middle School District
Facilities/Finance Committee Meeting

Date: March 21, 2022  Time: 5:00pm
Location: Virtual and Glover Elementary

Information to join the meeting:
meet.google.com/pxm-cawz-kmo

Phone Numbers
(US) +1 617-675-4444 PIN: 351 619 594 4075#

Minutes

Second March Meeting
Called to Order 5:05 PM

Discussion- Evaluate bids for Brownington Roof. Capital Projects 1-3
year outlook

Possibly select a bidder and make recommendations for full board to accept or reject.
Additional discussion of 1-3 year capital project priorities

Attendance Angelique, Crista, Debbie, Joe, Matt, Neil, Vicky,

Additions/ Deletions

Future Items, Reports, Committee Schedule, Other & Feedback

Brief discussion of Glover stormwater project.

Items to be moved to the Board Agenda (for
discussion and/or possible action)

Brownington Roof Bid Results.   Review and discuss to provide
recommendation

The board reviewed the document that Joe had prepared in his absence considering anticipatedNeil Urie
that he would have to leave.  The group noted substantial difference in the bid amounts and tabled the
subject until Joe Returned
With Joe’s return he noted that the bid request had been posted in the local paper as well as through direct
solicitation to professional organizations that the district has good relationships with.  He acknowledged that
Black River Builders has substantially lower bid than Rodd Roofing.  It is  Joe’s recommendation to award
the bid to Black River Builders.
Vicki asked if such a disparity between two bids is typical.
Joe stated that it could be suspect but his knowledge of the contractors’ reputations would suggest
otherwise
Rodd Roofing is a top notch contractor but as a larger organization the cost structure is formed differently
due to their larger size.
The bid includes two sets of snow guards as were installed at COFEC.  The Black River Builders estimate
also includes a 35 year warranty on product and 5 year warranty on workmanship.  Matt Kittredge asked if a
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5 year warranty on workmanship was a typical timeframe in the industry.  Joe noted that is and any flaws
would be evident within that time frame.  Any other failure would be covered by the manufacturer warranty
The board expressed their support for Joe’s recommendation for the full board to accept Black River
Builders estimate.  Joe stated that the motion would have to be made contingent upon the acceptance of a
state waiver as the bid solicitation only received two responses opposed to 3 as required by the state

Capital Project List Review

The board briefly reviewed the capital project file prior to Joe’s attendance.  Matt noted that the prioritization method
was set to follow an order of safety, occupancy, functionality, and cosmetics.   Review prompted a question concerning
the Irasburg fire alarm
Joe joined the group and clarified that the projects had been placed in priority order originally and the document has
been updated as new projects have been identified.  Joe affirmed that safety and building integrity projects have
received priority on the schedule, function and cosmetic projects have been placed at a lower priority but have not
been discounted.   Joe noted that even cosmetic repairs to buildings may be important as they may present possible
hazards in the future if they are not addressed.   The projects are due to be reorganized on the hierarchy.
Matt inquired whether the funds that will be available this year will be adequate to address projects that had been
identified as needing priority over others.  Joe stated that he expects many projects that have been earmarked for the
upcoming year can be addressed with the funds available.
Viki asked if Joe expects the NESDEC study to change the priority order of projects in the upcoming year.
Joe stated that he did not anticipate such changes but the study would offer information to the board about how the
districts may better utilize buildings.  The committees can then focus on developing accordingly
Vicky asked how the study may be related to the capital plan if it seems the focus is a comparison of apples to
oranges?
Joe stated the study may question a building’s current use and identify ways that they may be better utilized.  The
results of the study may lend the board to reconfiguring of spaces or intended uses therefore it would not have been
cost effective to make improvements that would ultimately need to be redone.
Matt asked for clarification about the Irasburg fire alarm issue that was currently not yet assigned to a timeline.
Joe explained that the alarm is not equipped with remote monitoring.  When the building is not occupied the alarm
will not notify anyone of a fire.  He further explained that ideally the repair will be made sooner than later and that it
will not lead to additional cost.
Matt asked Joe if he could get the answers he needed on this subject with a phone call to fire tech or a related
contractor?  Joe stated that his first call will be to the regular electrician and he will take steps to do additional
research.

Review of Administrative
Reports

Financial Reports Discussion-( Content, Format, Additional Requests)
Debbie- Motion to move full report to facility and finance packet opposed to full board meeting
Board reviewed detailed financials of Barton Elementary.
Noted overages in office of principal due to hiring of coverage for Jenna’s maternity leave.
Noted budgeted increase of instructional professional development increase $7350.  Crista will get clarification on this
expense

Facility Report Discussion-( Content, Format, Additional Requests)
Briefly reviewed operations and maintenance in Barton.  Inquired generally if operations and maintenance expenses
are within  budget  among other districts.  Joe states that the sites are generally within budget and he anticipates that
this will be true even considering the increase of heating expense through the end of the year.



Future Agenda Items NESDEC Draft Report

Joe briefly reflected upon the inquiry from a state representative named Patrick with state watershed Improvement in
interest of including Glover School with the project.  Joe will bring more information for our next meeting.

Other- Feedback


